
1 What is the deadline for RFIs? Monday, November 30, 2015 JG

2
I cannot locate Attachment #1 and #2 (Contract Experience Form and Past 
Performance Questionnaire) referenced on page 13 of the Solicitation under 
Evaluation Factor 2.  Can you please supply these?

See amendment 02 JG

3
Please confirm that the requirement for the Contract Experience Forms and Past 
Performance Questionnaires applies to the projects referenced in Evaluation 
Factor 1

See amendment 02; II. Proposal Preparation and Evaluation Information JG

4

How do you define “performed in an active healthcare environment” referenced 
on p. 13 under Factor 1?  Mule has a number of new construction projects for 
medical clinics which are now in use.  Would those projects qualify under these 
criteria?

Performed in an active healthcare environment means; healthcare facility was fully 
operational during your contract to include working in an environment where with staff 
and patients were onsite.  Faculties that were not fully operational will not be 
considered. 

JG

5
Water Closet WC-1 is being replaced as an Anti-ligature wall-hung water closet. 
Is there additional information that can be provided since the price range of anti-
ligature water closets varies greatly? 

Submitted material will be reviewed in accordance with project specifications. Ensure 
Water Closet meets requirements as per Specification Section 22. DWM

6
We have to assume that the new water closets WC-1 will require wall carriers 
and new water and sewer rough-in. Are plans available showing what is existing 
in the chase wall for carriers and piping?

No plans exist that show exact conditions. It is expected that water rough-in locations 
are expected to remain as-is, but shall be verified based on submitted fixture. DWM

7 LAV-1 is also designated as an anti-ligature faucet. The specifications state that 
we “match existing faucet punching dimension”.

Submitted material will be reviewed in accordance with project specifications. Ensure 
faucet meets requirements. DWM

8 Can a cut-sheet of the existing fixture be provided? Field investigation is required, existing fixture cut sheets are not available. TG

9
Also, the anti-ligature faucets typically have sensors. Are we to assume electrical 
rough-in location and if so, will you provide a “nearest junction box” location for 
this rough-in?

Please see sheet E250, E251, and E252 of the Construction Documents. TG

10

In our research in locating an anti-ligature faucet, we find that the only way to get 
an anti-ligature faucet is provide the lavatory also. Does the VA know of a 
manufacturer that would supply anti-ligature facets that can be installed in an 
existing lavatory?   

Submitted material will be reviewed in accordance with project specifications. Ensure 
faucet meets requirements as per Specification Section 22. The fixtures currently 
installed in like lavatories, and used as a basis of design, are the Behavioral Safety 
Products Ligature Resistant Sensor Fauced, Item No. SF370.

DWM

11

Addendum #1 has issued 19 new plans. After reviewing these plans, we cannot 
find any revisions to these plans, with the exception of adding drawing P200A. 
Please identify the changes to the plans included in addendum #1. 

The soliciation is complete as submitted; any addtion changes will be done via an 
Amendment. DWM

12

Addendum #1 issued new specifications. The only change in these 
specifications from the original issued specifications is the page numbering 
system. Please confirm this is the only change made to the specifications. 

The soliciation is complete as submitted; any addtion changes will be done via an 
Amendment. TG

13 SH-1 is not designated as anti-ligature. Would you prefer the shower be anti-
ligature also? 

The removal of anti-ligature fixtures are not intended within the 5th Floor showers. 
Please see sheet A410 and A813 for specific notes and details. DWM

14

The floor drains are designated as “re-used”. With the complexity of the floor 
drain elevation matching the sloped floor, this will require raising the drain 
slightly. Are the exiting drains capable of being adjusted to match the raised 
“sloped” floor without having to modify the drain piping below the showers? 

Record documents do not indicate integral shower pan and drain. If existing conditions 
differ during demolition phase, notify the COR immediately. TG

15 Plumbing dwg notes indicate to relocate existing shower drains. Architectural 
Dwgs indicate existing drains to remain in place. Please confirm which is correct. The existing shower drains are to remain in place. TG

16 Wall types are shown on sheet A813 at the various bathrooms, however these 
walls appear to be existing already. Please confirm that these are existing walls. All walls are existing. TG
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1
Plan Sheet A100 Detail 6 indicates a 4.25” x 6” x ½” Bearing Plate to weld the 
handrails to. Is this bearing plate existing or is it to be installed under this 
Contract? 

Bearing plate is to be installed under this contract. TG

2

Plan Sheet A100 Detail 6 shows what appears to be flashing across the parapet 
wall and then counterflashing on the roofing side. It indicates that through wall 
flashing is to remain and be protected, but it appears that we will have to modify 
and/or weld through it. Please confirm the flashing assembly and the intent as it 
relates to protecting the flashing. Also, is there no additional flashing required 
after the handrail is installed? 

Details 6 & 7 – existing flashing to be reused, modified to maintain water tightness and 
accommodate bearing plate. TG

3
Plan Sheet A100 Detail 6, how is the existing coping attached to the building? 
What is the length of the coping pieces? Record documents indicate continuous clips; lengths of coping are not indicated. TG

4

During the site visit it appears that additional rubber flooring will have to be 
installed after the exterior doors are widened. Is there stock materials in the VA’s 
hands that can be utilized for patching or does the Contractor have to supply? If 
the Contractor is to supply, please specify what materials are to be utilized?

No stock material exists for Johnsonite Rubber use. Documentation states material is 38 
Pewter. DWM

5

At each door that is to be widened, the flooring is to be patched with materials 
that match existing. Is there stock materials in the VA’s hands that can be 
utilized for patching or does the Contractor have to supply? If the Contractor is to 
supply, please specify what materials are to be utilized?

No stock material exists for use. Please see attached Bed Tower Finish Schedule 
(Specification Section 09050, Project No. 573-070). DWM

6

It is understood that the Contractor can only work on widening exit doors on one 
stairwell at a time, but are there any restrictions on how many doors can be 
removed within one stairwell, reinstalled and so forth at any one time? Each 
day?

No, contractor may work on all doors within a single stairwell. Necessary Construction 
Barrier is required as per Specification Section 01 35 26. Placement of 
partitions/barriers are to be coordinated with the COR for each impacted area.

DWM

7

Sheet A251 has several new walls to be installed but no existing conditions 
drawing exists indicating the existing construction and how it is to be modified. 
There are acoustical ceilings, drywall bulkheads, flooring, and walls that will have 
to be removed. Very little information about what has to be completed is shown. 
We ask that the following be addressed: a. The flooring of the existing visiting 
lounge is carpet; however, the stair well has resilient flooring. Please provide 
what kind of flooring and where to start and end the flooring.
b. There is a wall that has to be removed to provide access to the new exit door
for stair 10. What extent of this wall has to be removed?
c. The new wall adjacent the lockers is a 2 hour rated wall. It will have to be
extended up to the floor above and will have to go through a tamper resistant 
security ceiling. No reflective ceiling plan exists to indicate this work and to 
indicate what kind of ceiling is scheduled for the stairwell. Please advise and 
provide direction. Also, please provide a specification on the ceilings. This also 
applies to other walls in the same area.
d. The new wall adjacent the lockers also has a light fixture that will have to be
relocated but it is not shown on the electrical drawings. Please advise as to 
where to relocate this light fixture.
e. The new 2 hour rated wall for stair 10 that is adjacent the Corr C5-43A also
will have to be extended to the floor above. There is what appears to be a 
drywall bulkhead above. Please provide direction on what is to be done with the 
bulkhead.
f. Will all of this work be completed at once or phased to make sure that the
corridor and exit door to stair 10 remains open? Work to be phased so access to 
Stair 10 remains open.

a-e. resposes made on updated detail sheet (A251, attached).

f. Work to be phased so access to Stair 10 remains open.
TG & DWM

8

There are many areas that will have drywall patching work that will be necessary 
at the new automatic door openers, the widening of the doors, the new partitions 
at the level 5 sally ports and so forth but the extent of painting is not identified. 
Will just painting the new drywall and patches be sufficient? If not, please 
provide some parameters on what will be required to be painted? 

Documents indicate paint new work and paint patch work to blend with surrounding 
finishes; painting from corner-corner is accepted method of blending painted surfaces. TG & DWM
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9
It is our understanding that all interior door openings are in Gypsum Board 
Assemblies and that all exterior door openings are in in precast concrete. Please 
confirm that this is correct. 

This is correct. TG

10

Sheet A900, detail 1 indicates a typical stud framing elevation. At the door 
opening it indicates that there is a metal runner at the head, bracing over the 
door opening that extends outside of the door opening and 20Ga Double Studs 
at the jambs that run from the finished floor to the bottom of the roof or floor 
assembly above. We interpret this detail as being applied to not only when we 
are installing new drywall partitions but also in widening the interior doors. Based 
on this, in order to meet this detail, the drywall at each widened door will have to 
be removed from floor to ceiling and one stud spacing over from the sides of the 
door. Please confirm whether this was the intent or whether the A/E has another 
assembly in mind for the door widening scope in drywall partitions? 

Detail 1 on Sheet A900 applies to all doors in new and existing GWB/metal stud walls. TG

11
Sheet A813 indicates several different typical patient rooms. Please provide how 
many of each typical room exists, so that we can fully understand the scope of 
the 221 showers to be modified. 

Individual room configurations do not apply. All showers identical to the configuration 
and modification details shown on Sheet A410 apply. There are 221 showers that meet 
this configuration.

TG

12
Sheet A813, detail A1 indicates a typical third floor patient room that appears to 
not match the typical shower plan on sheet A410. Please advise what is to be 
completed in this room. 

See reply to #11 above. Only showers that match configuration on A410 apply. TG

13 Sheet A813 labels the walls which insinuate that they are new walls. Please 
confirm that these walls are all existing and no new walls are required. No new walls required. This sheet indicates existing conditions. TG

14

Please provide a resinous flooring specification. Stonhard products are indicated 
for the shower but no specification exists for the product. It is assumed that the 
product desired is an epoxy seamless flooring system with quartz broadcast 
aggregate. Please confirm. Also, the complete assembly of the stonhard product 
is not indicated or is shown incorrectly. For instance, the stonhard product ME7, 
as indicated, is typically applied to the existing substrate prior to installation of 
the mortar fill. 

Specifications provided. See attached Specification Section 09 67 23. TG & DWM

15

It appears that all shower walls are gypsum board assemblies. If this is correct, 
once the existing precast shower pan is removed, there will be no substrate to 
apply the epoxy floor/wall system to because these types of pans are typically 
installed directly to the framing. This will require the installation of a gypsum 
board product and potentially additional framing to meet deflection criteria. 
Please provide a detail on how to frame and what products to utilize as the 
substrate for the wall system. 

No new framing required. See Specification 09 67 23.20 (new issue), page 11, para F 
for substrate required. TG

16

Once the tile is removed from the wall, the wall will not be suitable for installation 
of the epoxy system. Thinset or mastic will have to be mechanically removed 
and this will leave the substrate in a condition that will not provide for an 
aesthetically pleasing finished product. Please provide direction on what kind of 
finish is to be provided, and how the substrate is to be prepared to accomplish 
that finish. 

See spec section 09 67 23.20, section 3.4, Preparation. TG & DWM

17

The existing drain assembly in the showers is integrally cast into the precast 
shower pan and will most likely be unusable with the epoxy system after the 
precast pan is demolished. The drain will also need to be lowered to achieve the 
slopes and details provided on A410. The plumbing drawings do not indicate to 
replace the drain but do indicate to lower the drain on level 5 only. Please advise

The record documents do not indicate an integrally cast in drain. The drain is separate 
and to be reused. Contractor to verify this during mock-up phase. Drains are lowered on 
all floors per Detail 3 on Sheet A410.

TG

18 Sheet A410, indicates that a 5” threshold pate is to be installed. Please specify 
this product or what the threshold is to consist of. 

Note 4 and 13 indicate a 5” wide flat plate threshold transition up to the resinous floor 
shower pan – Plate shall be 3/8” thick Stainless Steel. TG

19

19) The contract time of 250 days is not sufficient for completion of the showers
with the epoxy system that is specified.  It is our understanding that there are 
221 showers and that we will have 10 showers at a time. This means that there 
will be 22 mobilizations to complete the shower work. Based on our experience 
with projects just like this one, we believe each mobilization will take 13 working 
days which is the equivalent of 17 calendar days (on a 5 workday week 
schedule) to complete the work. 17 calendar days x 22 mobilizations is 374 
calendar days.  Add 60 days for submittals and procurement of materials 
(materials are typically made to order)and you are at 434 calendar days. The 
following is a breakdown of each mobilization and the amount of time required 
due to curing times of the products specified: 

Spec section 01 00 00, para 1.3, Item A (1) states the VA will allow 7 day work weeks. 
Contractor to provide means and methods to meet completion schedule. TG
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20

Considering the volume of showers, the specialty nature of the epoxy system, 
and the potential liability of having 221 showers installed incorrectly, is the 
Government requiring that any of the relevant project experience of the Prime 
Contractor be in renovating showers with an epoxy flooring system? 

Specification Section 09 67 23.20 enumerates qualifications of installer and mock-up 
requirement. TG

21
Sheet A900 indicates corner guards but the plan does not indicate where to 
install or how many is required. Please provide direction and a Specification if 
they are required. 

New details to be issued showing relocated corner guards on 5th floor only. No new 
corner guards needed. TG

22

22) Specification 01 35 26 Part 1.12 B. indicates that the primary scope area, as
it pertains to infection control requirements, is class 2; however, work outside of 
the primary project scope area may vary. It is unclear as to what will be required. 
Please provide direction on what the precautions and barriers that will be 
required for the following scope:

a. Shower modifications. Yes
b. Exit Doors at bottom of stairs. No
c. Exit doors at each level. Yes
d. Sally port work on level 5. Yes
e. Drywall Patch Work at New Door Operators Push Buttons. Yes

TG & DWM

23 Will security walls be required at exterior doors removed if the doors are not 
replaced and back in working order before the end of the day? Construction area is to remained secured at all times to ensure no unauthorized entry. DWM

24

Based on the scope of this project, there will be multiple activities taking place at 
the same time in different locations through-out the bed tower. Will the 
Government require that the Prime Contractor have a presence, such as a 
Supervisor or safety manager, at each location that work is taking place? For 
instance, if work is being done in the showers and the roof at the same time, will 
the Contractor be required to have personnel at both locations?

It is not required that the Prime Constractor have staffing at each area of construction, 
however, it is required that the Prime Constractor have a competent person at the site 
at all times the Prime Contractor or subcontractors are working at the site.

DWM

25

Please confirm the following, OSHA 30 hour training is required of the Prime 
Contractor Field Superintendent and all subcontractor personnel shall have a 
minimum of OSHA 10 Hour training? Do any of the Subcontractor’s personnel 
have to be 30 hour trained? 

Forms  / Attachments issued in Amendment 02 

26 How close will the Contractor be able to put a jobsite trailer? At this time we have no location available for the contractor to drop a jobsite trailer. DWM

27 How close to the building will the Contractor be able to put a dumpster? The contractor may drop a dumpster in the street adjacent to Trailer No. 7 (where other 
dumpsters are currently located.) Exact placement to be coordinated with COR. DWM

28 Is there going to be any designated parking provided? If so, how close to the 
facility?

Designate parking is available for 'contractors', but is not specific to what contractors 
and is on a first come/first park basis. DWM

29 Is there restriction on the number of vehicles that will be allowed on the grounds, 
also will the parking be in close proximity to the center?

The number of vehicles shall be limited to the number of spaces available. Parking in 
unauthorized areas will result in a ticket or possible towing. It is suggested that multiple 
people carpool.

DWM

30

Reference Amendment #1, Part #1, Page 13. Under the heading “Technical 
Factors”, Factor 2 – OSHA Certification, the following attachments are 
referenced:
• Project submitted must use the attached Contract Experience Form-See
Attachment #1
• Each project submitted must be accompanied by a Past Performance
Questionnaire Form- See Attachment #2 
Are these items intended to be in the OSHA Certification section? Also, we 
cannot find the referenced attachments in the Amendment.

4
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SECTION 09 67 23.20 
RESINOUS(EPOXY BASE) WITH VINYL CHIP BROADCAST (RES-2) 

07-01-14 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 DESCRIPTION 

A. This section specifies Resinous (Resinous epoxy base with vinyl chip 

flake broadcast) flooring with integral cove base: 

1. Res-2 Resinous (epoxy) vinyl chip flake broadcast flooring system. 

Note: One room/shower will be selected by the VA for mock-up 

purposes. The VA will approve this mock-up prior to allowing work to 

continue on the remaining showers. 

1.2 RELATED WORK 

A. Substrate Preparation for Floor Finishes: Section 09 05 16. 

B. Color and location of each type of resinous flooring: As indicated in 

Section 09 06 00, SCHEDULE FOR FINISHES. 

C. Floor Drains: Division 22, PLUMBING. 

1.3 SUBMITTALS 

A. Submit in accordance with Section 01 33 23, SHOP DRAWINGS, PRODUCT 

DATA, AND SAMPLES. 

B. Manufacturer's Literature and Data: 

1. Description of each product to be provided. 

2. Application and installation instructions. 

3. Maintenance Instructions: Submit manufacturer’s written instructions 

for recommended maintenance practices. 

C. Qualification Data: For Installer. 

D. Sustainable Submittal: 

1. Product data for products having recycled content, submit 

documentation indicating percentages by weight of post-consumer and 

pre-consumer recycled content. 

a. Include statements indicating costs for each product having 

recycled content. 

2. Product data for field applied, interior, paints, coatings, and 

primers, include printed statement of VOC content indicating 

compliance with environmental requirements. 

E. Samples: 

1. Each color and texture specified in Section 09 06 00, SCHEDULE FOR 

FINISHES. 
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2. Samples for verification: For each (color and texture) resinous 

flooring system required, 6 inches (152 mm)square, applied to a 

rigid backing by installer for this project. 

3. Sample showing construction from substrate to finish surface in 

thickness specified and color and texture of finished surfaces. 

Finished flooring must match the approved samples in color and 

texture. 

F. Shop Drawings: Include plans, sections, component details, and 

attachment to other trades. Indicate layout of the following: 

1. Patterns. 

2. Edge configurations. 

G. Certifications and Approvals: 

1. Manufacturer's certification of material and substratecompliance 

with specification. 

2. Manufacturer's approval of installer. 

3. Contractor's certificate of compliance with Quality Assurance 

requirements. 

H. Warranty: As specified in this section. 

1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Manufacture Certificate: Manufacture shall certify that a particular 

resinous flooring system has been manufactured and in use for a minimum 

of five (5) years. 

B. Installer Qualifications:  Engage an experienced installer (applicator) 

who is experienced in applying resinous flooring systems similar in 

material, design, and extent to those indicated for this project for a 

minimum period of five (5) years, whose work has resulted in 

applications with a record of successful in-service performance, and 

who is acceptable to resinous flooring manufacturer. 

1. Engage an installer who is certified in writing by resinous flooring 

manufacturer as qualified to apply resinous flooring systems 

indicated. 

2. Contractor shall have completed at least ten(10) projects of similar 

size and complexity. Include list of at least five (5) projects. 

List must include owner (purchaser); address of installation, 

contact information at installation project site; and date of 

installation. 

3. Installer's Personnel:  Employ persons trained for application of 

specified product. 
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C. Source Limitations: 

1. Obtain primary resinous flooring materials including primers, 

resins, hardening agents, grouting coats and finish or sealing coats 

from a single manufacturer.  

2. Provide secondary materials, including patching and fill material, 

joint sealant, and repair material of type and from source 

recommended by manufacturer of primary materials. 

3. Sign off from VA Resident Engineer on texture for slip resistance 

and clean ability must be complete before installation of flooring 

system. 

D. Pre-Installation Conference: 

1. Convene a meeting not less than thirty days prior to starting work. 

2. Attendance: 

a. Contractor 

b. VA Resident Engineer 

c. Manufacturer and Installer's Representative 

3. Review the following: 

a. Environmental requirements 

1) Air and surface temperature 

2) Relative humidity 

3) Ventilation 

4) Dust and contaminates 

b. Protection of surfaces not scheduled to be coated 

c. Inspect and discus condition of substrate and other preparatory 

work performed 

d. Review and verify availability of material; installer’s 

personnel, equipment needed 

e. Design and edge conditions. 

f. Performance of the coating with chemicals anticipated in the area 

receiving the resinous (urethane and epoxy mortar/cement) 

flooring system 

g. Application and repair 

h. Field quality control 

i. Cleaning 

j. Protection of coating systems 

k. One-year inspection and maintenance 

l. Coordination with other work 
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E. Manufacturer’s Field Services:  Manufacturer’s representative shall 

provide technical assistance and guidance for surface preparation and 

application of resinous flooring systems. 

F. Contractor Job Site Log:  Contractor shall document daily; the work 

accomplished environmental conditions and any other condition event 

significant to the long term performance of the urethane and epoxy 

mortar/cement flooring materials installation.  The Contractor shall 

maintain these records for one year after Substantial Completion. 

1.5 MATERIAL PACKAGING DELIVERY AND STORAGE 

A. Deliver materials to the site in original sealed packages or 

containers, clearly marked with the manufacturer's name or brand, type 

and color, production run number and date of manufacture. 

B. Protect materials from damage and contamination in storage or delivery, 

including moisture, heat, cold, direct sunlight, etc. 

C. Maintain temperature of storage area between 60 and 80degreesF (15 and 

26 degrees C). 

D. Keep containers sealed until ready for use. 

E. Do not use materials beyond manufacturer’s shelf life limits. 

F. Package materials in factory pre-weighed and in single, easy to manage 

batches sized for ease of handling and mixing proportions from entire 

package or packages. No On site weighing or volumetric measurements are 

allowed. 

1.6 PROJECT CONDITIONS 

A. Environmental Limitations:  Comply with resinous flooring 

manufacturer's written instructions for substrate temperature, ambient 

temperature, moisture, ventilation, and other conditions affecting 

resinous flooring application. 

1. Maintain material and substrate temperature between 65 and 85 

degrees F (18 and 30 degrees C) during resinous flooring application 

and for not less than 24 hours after application. 

2. Concrete substrate shall be properly cured per referenced section 03 

30 00, CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE. Standard cure time a minimum of 30 

days.  A vapor barrier must be present for concrete subfloors on or 

below grade.   

a. Resinous flooring applications where moisture testing resulting 

in readings exceeding limits as defined in this specification 

under part 3, section 3.4, paragraph B, shall employ an multiple 
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component 15 mil thick system designed to suppress excess 

moisture in concrete.  

b. Application at a minimum thickness of 15 mils, over properly 

prepared concrete substrate as defined in section 3.4. 

c. Moisture suppression system must meet the design standards as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Lighting: Provide permanent lighting or, if permanent lighting is not 

in place, simulate permanent lighting conditions during resinous 

flooring application. 

C. Close spaces to traffic during resinous flooring application and for 

not less than 24 hours after application, unless manufacturer 

recommends a longer period. 

1.7 WARRANTY 

A. Work subject to the terms of the Article “Warranty of Construction” FAR 

clause 52.246-21. 

B. Warranty: Manufacture shall furnish a single, written warranty covering 

the full assembly (including substrata) for both material and 

workmanship for a extended period of three (3) full years from date of 

installation, or provide a joint and several warranty signed on a 

single document by manufacturer and applicator jointly and severally 

warranting the materials and workmanship for a period of three (3) full 

years from date of installation.  A sample warranty letter must be 

included with bid package or bid may be disqualified. 

Property Test Value 

Tensile Strength 
 

ASTM D638 4,400 psi 

Volatile Organic Compound  
Limits (V.O.C.) 

EPA & LEED 25 grams per liter 

Permeance ASTM E96 @ 16mils/ 
0.4mm on concrete 

0.1 perms 

Tensile Modulus ASTM D638 1.9X105 psi 
 

Percent Elongation ASTM D638 12% 
 

Cure Rate Per manufactures 
Data 

4 hours Tack free 
with 24hr recoat 
window 

Bond Strength ASTM D7234 100% bond to  
concrete failure 
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1.8 APPLICABLE PUBLICATIONS 

A. The publication listed below form a part of this specification to the 

extent referenced.  The publications are referenced in the text by the 

basic designation only. 

B. ASTM Standard C722-04 (2012), "Standard Specification for Chemical-

Resistant Monolithic Floor Surfacings," ASTM International, West 

Conshohocken, PA, 2006, DOI: 10.1520/C0722-04R12, www.astm.org. 

1. Specification covers the requirements for aggregate-filled, resin-

based, monolithic surfacings for use over concrete.

C. American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM): 

C413 (2012).............Absorption of Chemical-Resistant Mortars, 

Grouts, Monolithic Surfacings, and Polymer 

Concretes 

C531 (2012).............Linear Shrinkage and Coefficient of Thermal 

Expansion of Chemical-Resistant Mortars, 

Grouts, Monolithic Surfacings, and Polymer 

Concretes 

D638 (2010).............Tensile Properties of Plastics 

D790 (2010).............Flexural Properties of Unreinforced and 

Reinforced Plastics and Electrical Insulating 

Materials 

D1308 (2013)............Effect of Household Chemicals on Clear and 

Pigmented Organic Finishes 

D2240 (2010)............Rubber Property—Durometer Hardness 

D4060(2010).............Abrasion Resistance of Organic Coatings by the 

Taber Abraser 

D4226 (2011)............Impact Resistance of Rigid (Poly-Vinyl 

Chloride) (PVC) Building Products 

D4259 (2012)............Abrading Concrete to alter the surface profile 

of the concrete and to remove foreign materials 

and weak surface laitance 

C7234 (2012)............Pull-Off Adhesion Strength of Coatings on 

Concrete Using Portable Pull-Off Adhesion 

Testers 

E96/E96M (2013).........Water Vapor Transmission of Materials 

F1679...................Variable Incidence Tribometer for determining 

the slip resistance 
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F1869 (2011)............Measuring Moisture Vapor Emission Rate of 

Concrete Subfloor Using Anhydrous Calcium 

Chloride 

F2170 (2011)............Determining Relative Humidity in Concrete Floor 

Slabs Using in situ Probes 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS  

2.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION FOR RES-2 (BROADCAST VINYL CHIP FLAKE) 

A. System Descriptions:  

1. Monolithic, multi-componentepoxy chemistry resinous flooring system. 

Trowel applied mortar fill, primer with broadcast quartz aggregates, 

High performance multi-component solvent free epoxy undercoat, Vinyl 

chip flake broadcast media in desired flake size (1/8”, 1/4”).High 

performance multi component epoxy and solvent free sealers. 

B. Products: Subject to compliance with applicable fire, health, 

environmental, and safety requirements for storage, handling, 

installation, and clean up. 

C. System Components: Verify specific requirements as systems vary by 

manufacturer. Verify build up layers of broadcast and installation 

method. Verify compatibility with substrate.  Use manufacturer’s 

standard components, compatible with each other and as follows: 

1. Primer with Broadcast quartz (primer coat): 

a. Resin: epoxy. 

b. Formulation Description: Multiple component high solids. 

c. Application Method: squeegee, back roll and broadcast. 

d. Thickness of coat(s): 2-3mil. 

e. Number of Coats: One.  

f. Aggregates: Quartz broadcast into wet epoxy primer. 

2. Undercoat: (body coat) 

a. Resin: Epoxy. 

b. Formulation Description: Pigmented multi-component, high solids. 

c. Application Method: Notched squeegee and Back roll 

d. Number of Coats: One.  

e. Aggregates: vinyl chip flake broadcast into wet Undercoat. 

f. Thickness of coat(s): 20-30mil. 

g. Number of Coats: One. 

3. Sealer coat: 

a. Resin: Epoxy. 
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b. Formulation Description: Multiple component high solids, no 

solvent UV stable. 

c. Type/Finsh: Clear Gloss.  

d. Thickness of coat(s): 2-3mil. 

e. Number of Coats: (2) two.  

f. Application: Squeegee and finish roll. 

D. System Characteristics: 

1. Color and Pattern: As selected by Resident Engineer from 

manufacturer's standard colors. 

2. Integral cove base: 1 inch (25.4 mm) radius epoxy mortar cove keyed 

into concrete substrate and or resinous flooring mortar system. No 

fillers integral cove base must be troweled in place with specified 

resinous mortar base. 

3. Overall System Thickness: Nominal 2 to 3 mm on trowel applied mortar 

fill for sloping conditions.  

4. Finish: anti-slip resistant. 

5. Temperature Range: Systems vary by manufacturer; approximate range 

from a minimum of 45 to 150 degrees F. 

E. Physical Properties: 

1. Physical Properties of flooring system when tested as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Property Test Value 

Tensile Strength 
 

ASTM D638 5,200 psi 

Volatile Organic Compound  
Limits (V.O.C.) 

EPA & LEED Below 100 g/l 

Flexural Strength 
 

ASTM D790 4,000 psi 

Water Absorption ASTM C413 0.056% 

Coefficient of friction 
dry/slip index wet 

ASTM F1679 >.79 dry 
>.65 wet 
 

Impact Resistance ASTM D4226 > 160 in. lbs 
 

Abrasion Resistance ASTM D4060 
CS-17 

0.03 gm maximum 
weight loss 

Thermal Coefficient of 
Linear Expansion 

ASTM C531 17 x 10-6 in/in ºF 

Hardness 
Shore D 

ASTM D2240 85 to 90 

Bond Strength ASTM D7234 100% bond to  
concrete failure 
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F. Chemical Resistance in accordance ASTM D1308 - 02(2007) “Standard Test 

Method for Effect of Household Chemicals on Clear and Pigmented Organic 

Finishes”. ASTM International, West Conshohocken, PA, 2006, DOI: 

10.1520/D1308-02R07, www.astm.org. No effect to the following 

exposures: 

1. Acetic acid (5%) 

2. Ammonium hydroxide (10%) 

3. Citric Acid (50%) 

4. Fatty Acid 

5. Motor Oil, 20W 

6. Hydrochloric acid (20%) 

7. Sodium Chloride 

8. Sodium Hypochlorite (10%) 

9. Sodium Hydroxide (30%) 

10. Sulfuric acid (25%) 

11. Urine, Feces 

12. Hydrogen peroxide (10%) 

2.2 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS 

A. Textured Top Coat: Type recommended or produced by manufacturer of 

seamless resinous flooring system, slip resistance type and profile for 

desired final finish. 

B. Joint Sealant: Type recommended or produced by resinous flooring 

manufacturer for type of service or joint conditioned indicated.  

C. Waterproof Membrane: Type recommended or produced by manufacturer of 

resinous floor coatings for type of service and conditions as and/or 

specified.  

D. Crack Isolation Membrane: Type recommended or produced by manufacturer 

of resinous flooring for conditions as and/or specified. 

E. Anti-Microbial Additive: Incorporate anti-microbial chemical additive 

to prevent growth of most bacteria, algae, fungi, mold, mildew, yeast, 

etc. 

F. Patching and Fill Material: Resinous product of or approved by resinous 

coating manufacturer for slope application indicated. Resinous based 

materials only.  

2.3 BASE CAP STRIP 

A.Zinc cove strip. 

B. Shape for 2mm depth of base material, "J" or “L” configuration. 

C. Finish:  
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1. Finish exposed surfaces in accordance with NAAMM Metal Finishes

Manual.

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 INSPECTION 

A. Examine the areas and conditions where monolithic resinous system with 

integral base is to be installed with the VA Resident Engineer. 

B. Moisture Vapor Emission Testing: Perform moisture vapor transmission 

testing in accordance with ASTM F1869 to determine the MVER of the 

substrate prior to commencement of the work. See section 3.4, 3. 

3.2 PROJECT CONDITIONS 

A. Maintain temperature of rooms (air and surface) where work occurs, 

between 70 and 90degreesF (21 and 32degrees C) for at least 48 hours, 

before, during, and 24 hours after installation.  Maintain temperature 

at least 70degrees F (21degrees C) during cure period. 

B. Maintain relative humidity less than 75 percent. 

C. Do not install materials until building is permanently enclosed and wet 

construction is complete, dry, and cured. 

D. Maintain proper ventilation of the area during application and curing 

time period. 

1. Comply with infection control measures of the VA Medical Center.

3.3 INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS 

A. The manufacturer's instructions for application and installation shall 

be reviewed with the VA Resident Engineer for the seamless resinous 

(urethane and epoxy mortar) flooring system with integral cove base and 

trench liner. 

B. Substrate shall be approved by manufacture technical representative. 

3.4 PREPARATION 

A. General:  Prepare and clean substrates according to resinous flooring 

manufacturer's written instructions for substrate indicated.  Provide 

clean, dry, and neutral Ph substrate for resinous flooring application. 

B. Concrete Substrates:  Provide sound concrete surfaces free of laitance, 

glaze, efflorescence, curing compounds, form-release agents, dust, 

dirt, grease, oil, and other contaminants incompatible with resinous 

flooring. 

1. Prepare concrete substrates as follows:

a. Shot-blast surfaces with an apparatus that abrades the concrete

surface, contains the dispensed shot within the apparatus, and re

circulates the shot by vacuum pickup.
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b. Comply with ASTM D4259 requirements, unless manufacturer's 

written instructions are more stringent. 

2. Repair damaged and deteriorated concrete according to resinous 

flooring manufacturer's written recommendations. 

3. Verify that concrete substrates are dry. 

a. Perform anhydrous calcium chloride test, ASTM F 1869.  Proceed 

with application only after substrates have maximum moisture-

vapor-emission rate of [3lb of water/1000 sq. ft. (1.36 kg of 

water/92.9 sq. m) in 24 hours.Per manufacturers recommendations. 

b. MVT threshold for monolithic resinous flooring shall not exceed 

3lbs/1000 square feet (0.0001437 kPa) in a 24 hour period.  

c. When MVT emission exceeds this limit, apply manufacturer’s 

recommended vapor control primer or other corrective measures as 

recommended by manufacturer prior to application of flooring or 

membrane systems. 

d. Perform in situ probe test, ASTM F2170. Proceed with application 

only after substrates do not exceed a maximum potential 

equilibrium relative humidity of 85 percent. 

e. Provide a written report showing test placement and results. 

4. Verify that concrete substrates have neutral Ph and that resinous 

flooring will adhere to them.  Perform tests recommended by 

manufacturer.  Proceed with application only after substrates pass 

testing. 

C. Resinous Materials: Mix components and prepare materials according to 

resinous flooring manufacturer's written instructions. 

D. Use patching and fill material to fill holes and depressions in 

substrates according to manufacturer's written instructions. 

E. Treat control joints and other nonmoving substrate cracks to prevent 

cracks from reflecting through resinous flooring according to 

manufacturer's written recommendations. Allowances should be included 

for flooring manufacturer recommended joint fill material, and concrete 

crack treatment. 

F. Prepare wall to receive integral cove base:  

1. Verify wall material is acceptable for resinous flooring 

application, if not, install material (e.g. cement board) to receive 

base. 
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2. Fill voids in wall surface to receive base, install undercoats (e.g. 

water proofing membrane, and/or crack isolation membrane) as 

recommended by resinous flooring manufacturer. 

3. Install base prior to flooring if required by resinous flooring 

manufacturer. 

4. Grind, cut or sand protrusions to receive base application. 

3.5 APPLICATION 

A. General:  Apply components of resinous flooring system according to 

manufacturer's written instructions to produce a uniform, monolithic 

wearing surface of thickness indicated. 

1. Coordinate application of components to provide optimum adhesion of 

resinous flooring system to substrate, and optimum intercoat 

adhesion. 

2. Cure resinous flooring components according to manufacturer's 

written instructions.  Prevent contamination during application and 

curing processes. 

B. Apply Primer: over prepared substrate at manufacturer's recommended 

spreading rate for all areas to receive integrated cove base. 

C. Apply cove base: Trowel to wall surfaces at a 1 inch radius, before 

applying flooring.  Apply according to manufacturer's written 

instructions and details including those for taping, mixing, priming, 

and troweling, sanding, and top coating of cove base.Round internal and 

external corners. 

D. Apply Primer: over prepared substrate at manufacturer's recommended 

spreading rate. 

E. Trowel mortar base:  Mix mortar material according to manufacturer's 

recommended procedures. Climatic and non-climatic resinous flooring 

systems may vary slightly on mode of application. Application should be 

based upon the following: Spread mortar over substrate to achieve 

slopes in shower rooms. Metal trowel (hand) single mortar coat in 

thickness indicated for flooring system, grout to fill substrate voids. 

When cured, sand to remove trowel marks and roughness. 

F. Broadcast: Immediately broadcast quartz silica aggregate into the 

primer using manufacturer's spray caster.  Strict adherence to 

manufacturer's installation procedures and coverage rates is 

imperative.  

G. UnderCoat:  Mix base material according to manufacturer's recommended 

procedures.  Uniformly spread mixed material over previously primed 
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substrate using manufacturer's installation tool.  Roll material with 

strict adherence to manufacturer's installation procedures and coverage 

rates. 

H. Broadcast:  Immediately broadcast vinyl flakes into the body coat.  

Strict adherence to manufacturer's installation procedures and coverage 

rates is imperative. 

I. First Sealer: Remove excess un-bonded flakes by lightly brushing and 

vacuuming the floor surface.  Mix and apply sealer with strict 

adherence to manufacturer's installation procedures. 

J. Second Sealer: Lightly sand first sealer coat.  Mix and apply second 

sealer coat with strict adherence to manufacturer's installation 

procedures. 

3.6 TOLERANCE 

A. From radius of cove: Maximum of 1/8 inch (3.18 mm) plus or 1/16-inch 

(1.59 mm) minus. 

3.7 ENGINEERING DETAILS 

A. Chase edges to “lock” the flooring system into the concrete substrate 

along lines of termination. 

B. Penetration Treatment:  Lap and seal resinous system onto the perimeter 

of the penetrating item by bridging over compatible elastomer at the 

interface to compensate for possible movement. 

C. Treat floor drains by chasing the flooring system to lock in place at 

point of termination. 

D. Treat control joints to bridge potential cracks and to maintain 

monolithic protection. Treat cold joints and construction joints to 

bridge potential cracks and to maintain monolithic protection on 

horizontal and vertical surfaces as well as horizontal and vertical 

interfaces. 

E. Discontinue Resinous floor system at vertical and horizontal 

contraction and expansion joints by installing backer rod and 

compatible sealant after coating installation is completed.  Provide 

sealant type recommended by manufacturer for traffic conditions and 

chemical exposures to be encountered. 

3.8 CURING, PROTECTION AND CLEANING 

A. Cure resinous flooring materials in compliance with manufacturer's 

directions, taking care to prevent contamination during stages of 

application and prior to completion of curing process. 

B. Close area of application for a minimum of 24 hours. 
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C. Protect resinous flooring materials from damage and wear during 

construction operation. 

1. Cover flooring with kraft type paper.

2. Optional 6 mm (1/4 inch) thick hardboard, plywood, or particle board

where area is in foot or vehicle traffic pattern, rolling or fixed

scaffolding and overhead work occurs.

D. Remove temporary covering and clean resinous flooring just prior to 

final inspection. Use cleaning materials and procedures recommended by 

resinous flooring manufacturer. 

- - - E N D - - - 
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1
Spec. 05-50-00, Fact 2- Products; 2.2 Materials; list structural steel, stainless 
steel, aluminum extruded and galvanized steel pipe (ASTM A53); Galvanized for 
exterior locations, Type S, Grade A (unless specified otherwise).

Galvanized pipe railings to be used for exterior locations unless otherwise noted. TG

2 Section 2.6 Railings; C. Steel pipe railings states fabricate of steel pipe with 
welded joints but does not mention galvanization. Galvanized pipe railings to be used. TG

3
Please confirm that all exterior handrails will be constructed of steel pipe (ASTM 
A53); galvanized, Type S, Grade A.  Exterior handrails are to be constructed as per project specifications. DWM

4 Spec. 05 50 00; 2.6 Railings; C. Steel Pipe Railings; Item 3 limits the space post 
railings to six feet.  This contradicts information shown on A-100, Detail 6, 5. Follow drawings on Sheet A-100. TG

5 Dwg. A100; the new railing for the mechanical differs from what is shown on M-
200 (and scales differently)

a. Which one is correct? Both items are correct. A100 shows parapet guardrails; M200
shows cooling tower guardrails.   
b. Can you show dimensions? Dimensions are not necessary. Please refer to M200 –
space cooling tower guardrails at max 6 feet apart.

TG & DWM

6 Dwg. A100; Plan 1; Elevations 4 and 6; establish a handrail height above the 
roof top.

a. Can you provide a handrail height measured from the top of the parapet? Code
requires the guardrail to be 42” above the roof – contractor to establish the highest point 
at perimeter of roof and set top of guardrail 42” above that height.
b. If (above) is not known, what is the dimensions from the roof top to the top of the
parapet wall (not the coping). Existing conditions vary due to type of construction utilized 
for roof. Field verification is required to ensure code requirements are met.
c. What are the dimensions of the coping sections, thickness, width and length of typical
section? The existing conditions are unknown. Destructive investigation was not 
performed in the development of Construction Documents.

TG & DWM

7 A100; what is the appropriate distance from ground to the existing parapet or 
roof? 

The guardrail is to be 42” above the roof – contractor to establish the highest point at 
perimeter of roof and set top of guardrail 42” above that height. DWM

8 A100, Det. 7; what is the dimensions from the centerline of the pipe railing to the 
exterior edge of the coping? 6 inches. TG

9 What is the overall width of the parapet? As-builts indicate 16”, however, existing conditions vary due to type of construction 
utilized for roof. Contractor to verify. TG & DWM

10

Det. 6; There is a continuous flashing cap extending from the entrance of the 
parapet to the interior of the parapet; between the coping and the parapet.  This 
flashing will be penetrated at least 32 times with most of the penetration being 
about 5” x 12” disputing its continuity.
Can you please provide a flashing detail that addresses this problem? 

Contractor to provide a sheet metal flat cap flashing to sufficiently cover the penetration 
area. Adhere with roof cement/mastic; place new cap on top of existing flashing. TG

11

Det. 7, A100; Shows the parapet coping cut on the centerline of the new pipe 
railing. Since the vertical section of handrails are 3” apart; you would end up with 
a section of coping just 5 ½” long between each rail section.  Can you provide a 
detail showing how to secure that? 

Secure per requirements of submitted anchorage system – As builts did not show 
existing anchorage system. TG & DWM

12 Det.7, A100; what is the length of the 4 ½” diameter center-sunk screws? Penetrate 3 1/2”. TG

13 M201, Det. 1; how tall is the access ladder at the cooling tower handrail? How 
wide is it? Contactor to verify height needed to top of new guardrail. Width min. 24”

TG

14 M201, Det. 2; what is the diameter of the handrail pipe? 

Use same dimensions as Sheet A100
a. What is the diameter length of the base bolts? Since the metal dimensions of the
existing cooling tower are unknown, contractor to provide appropriate bolts as required.
b. What are the dimensions of the base collar plate? Use same dimensions as Sheet
A100

TG

15 Will we be allowed to have a staging area? Staging/storage areas on the VA property are limited and would be evaluated at time of 
NTP. At this time, no space is available for significant staging/storage. DWM

16
Plan 1/A911; there is no demolition plan for this sidewalk.  Please confirm that 
the existing sidewalk will remain and the footing will be cut into the slab similar to 
Det. 3/A-201B

Sheet A210B Detail 3, Demo Plan shows extent of demolition to existing sidewalks and 
footings cut into existing sidewalks. TG

RFI Package No. 3 - Revised 12/4/2015

# Comment / Observation Response Made by

1 0f 2
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17 Elev. 2/A911; this elevation does not match the floor plan, please correct or 
clarify. 

Elevation matches floor plan. New 1’-7” sidewalk is poured adjacent to existing 
sidewalk. TG

18 Elev. 2/A210B; Shows a new 3070 door. Is there an existing window at the 
location of the new door? 

There is no window at the location of the new door.
a. What is the wall finish on the conference/break room side of the wall? As-builts
indicate GWB on metal studs.

TG

19 Elev. 1/A220; what is the wall construction where we are enlarging the existing 
door opening to 46” (for a 42” wide door)? As-builts indicate a metal stud/GWB rated system. TG

20

Elev. 1/A210B; There are two HVAC lines coming out of the wall in the vicinity of 
the southernmost vestibule wall.  They appear to be servicing a nearby 
condensing unit.  This conflicts with the wall and foundation.  How do you want 
to resolve this? 

There are no elevations on sheet A210B. Coordinate relocation any conflicting utilities to 
mitigate conflicts with COR. TG & DWM

21
General Question; There is lightening protection attached to the precast coping 
that will have to be removed when we remove the coping.  Can the existing 
components be utilized or do you require a new system? 

Sheet E200 shows guardrails act as lightening protection system. E200, Sheet Keynote 
No. 1 states to provide new down conductor and connect to existing grouding electrode 
system.

TG & DWM

22 Details 2 and 3; Dwg. A212; what is the construction of the interior stair tower 
walls at door enlargement? As-builts indicate an exterior precast  concrete panel, interior is metal studs/GWB. TG

23
The 1”-7” wide sidewalk strip running north and south along the new canopy is 
clearly in Alt. 2, however, is the sidewalk section measuring 18”-9” x 16”-0” part 
of Alt. 3 (in its entirety)? 

Existing sidewalks to remain and are not part of the alternates. TG

24 What is the extent of canopy for Alt. 3?

a. Would the canopy for Alt. 3 be supported by the two roofing pads on either side of the
vestibule? Yes, it is supported by the four posts as indicated and is structurally 
independent of the vestibule walls. 
b. How far beyond the masonry walls would the canopy extend? The canopy extends
11” beyond the posts as indicated.

TG

25 Regarding Phasing, will we be given an entire stair tower to work in at one time, 
allowing crews to work on multiple floors concurrently?

Yes, however, the contractor must ensure the construction area is secured at all times 
as per General Requirements. DWM

26 A410; Regarding phasing, how many bathrooms will we be allowed to work in at 
one time?

Phasing for project is given in General Requirements. Specific areas are to be assigned 
by COR based on current patient census. DWM

27 P200; Are the concealed plumbing fixture carriers serviceable for the new 
fixtures or do they have to be replaced? No plans exist that show exact conditions. It is unknown if carriers are serviceable. DWM

28

Det. 2/A410; Typical Enlarged Shower Plan, Note; states that this applies to 
shower bases SB-1 through SB-6.  We could not find a designation “SB-1” or “SB-
2”, etc. on the drawings.  Does this detail apply to all Bedroom Bathrooms shown 
on Dwg.’s A220 (9 of 49) through and including A252 (20 of 49); approximately 
207 locations? 

Individual room configurations do not apply. All showers identical to the configuration 
and modification details shown on Sheet A410 apply. There are 221 showers that meet 
this configuration.

TG & DWM
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